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ABSTRACT. While photographing stopped muons in a multiplate cloud chamber 
,it Calcutta (sea level 12“N) nine pictures wore obtained in which the rate of change of lonisa* 
non of the ])artioles and thoir residual ranges were not compatible with that shown either 
l)y mu-mesons or by protons. Thoir mass values were obtained by measuring their change 
in ionisation in the successive gaps and thoir decrease in residual ranges. Ionisation was 
iiioasurod by drop counting. It was found that five of these particles gave an average mass 
viiluo 628 i  34 and the remaining four an average of 280 ±  21 m^ . The close iiroximity 
of Iho latter value with the pion mass is a strong indication for the correctness of the method 
enililoyod. A yirobablo decay event of the particle of mass 028 mg has also been given.
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Tho oxperimeuts of Alikhanyan ei al. (1948) and his collaborators at an altitude 
of 3250 niertes with several sots of G.M. counters and lead absorbers placed in a 
magnetiii field indicated for the first time tho possible existence of mesons of 
various masses as deduced from their magnetic deflections and residual ranges. 
The same group of workers also confirmed this evidence from observations in 
photogra])hic plates In 1952 a few events were obtained by Shapire (1952) and 
Perkins (1952) in photographic emulsions in which a primary particle of moss 
~  525 was observed to undergo a small deflection after which tho average 
scattering of the particle increased two fold pointing to a decrease in mass by 
a rac1;or of two. These authors interpreted the data as the decay of a particle 
which was called according to the mode
35
+7r®+0(a few Mev) ( 1 )
Later, Daniel and Perkins (1954) stated that all such events, except only one, 
could he explained as a normal spread of mass values centred on the pion mass. 
There were, furthermore, throe cases obtained by Leighton and Wanlass (1952) 
in a cloud chamber operated in a magnetic field where a visual estimate of ionisa­
tion and measured momentum gave the mass value 450 i  150, 550 ±  150, 750 
i  150 of which the first two are highly incompatible with either the pion or the 
-meson mass. Three doubtful cases of the existence of such particles have 
boon reported by Inoki et al. (1957) from the study of slow meson masses.
Hftcently an investigation was carried out by the authors (1957) to determine 
tho alow meson intensity at Calcutta (12°N) by stopping these particles in a multi^
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plate cloud chamber fitted with five half inch Cu-plates and triggered by a threo^ 
fold coincidence cum anti-coincidence method. In  course of analysis of the pin. 
tures nine cases wore observed, where the change in ionisation of the track of the 
Iiarticlo from gap to gap was much slower than th a t of a normal mu-meson hut
more rapid than  th a t of a proton or a .K’-meson. The ionisation produced by 1 hese 
particles was estimated by drop counting in the different gaps and the mass ol 
each particle was determined by two methods, which although slightly inter­
dependent, help to reduce the statistical error. I t  is found th a t five of these 
particles exhibit a mean value of mass 528 i  34 m^ and the remaining four n 
mean value 280 ±  21 m^. The close proximity of the ma.ss value of the socoiicl 
group with the pion mass appears to be a strong evidence for the coriectness of 
the method. A preliminary report has been given by the authors (1958) ^n iScie7iai 
and Culture, March, 1958. \
2. T H M E T H O D \
The change in ionisation of a singly charged particle on passing through 
a certain thickness of m atter can be easily converted into the corresponding change 
in pj/i{ — /?/\/l™ /?“) of the particle from one side of the plate to the other from 
the curves (figure 1). We then use the following equation of itossi
and Greisen (1941) valid for a small momentum interval.
f / r  ~
F i g .  1 .
^R =  R  i -  jF2 = ^ - . -  \  ___ (Pi/i“)®+2 "I .as\/i J  \/l J  2 0 i j |_ { ( j , j / / t ) S + l) J  {(i>/>)'»4-l}* J ■■■
^ '^here Ai2 is the thickness in g/ctn® of the plate, on passing through which the 
joiiisation of the particle changes by such an amount as to reduce the value of 
il-s 2*Im< li’om P2l/^ to Pxlfi. M  is its mass in electron mass units, C is a constant 
for the material used and 5  is a slowly varying fimcUon of For copper, tho
material used in this cloud chamber,
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C =  6.84 X 10 ^ a n d ^  =  15.71+9.21 logi(,(p///-)-
IM p fii)-
fli slioiild bo noted th a t Ai2 is knoAvn accurately and the accuracy of the value of 
the mass determined from equation (2) essentially depends on the accuracy with 
ivliich t he ionisation of the particle can be measured in the different gaps and the 
iimnbor of gaps available for such measurement. I t  should also bo emjihasisod 
that this method of mass determination is quite unsuitable for very heavy particles, 
siuh as protons where tlie change in ionisation from plate to plate is quite small 
and also for very light particles such as mu-mesons where the number of gaps 
iivailablo for measurement (after / / i ^  >  ],5) is one or almost two. But, for a 
particle of mass ~  500 m^, the change in 7//,^ as well as the number of gaps in 
winch such changes can be estimated arc optimum for the determination of tho 
mass from equation (2).
First of all drop counting was made on th irty  selected mu-meson tracks of 
nniforni minimum ionisation which showed less than O.b'" of scattering in all the 
live half inch copper plates inside the chamber. They were obtained by trigger­
ing tho chamber with 3-fold coincidence only. The track in each gap was divided 
mto about th irty  colls of length ecjual to the width of tho track and the number of 
(hops ill each coll was counted after magnifying tho track to eight times its actual 
(limeusiou a t the time of formation. Back-ground counts of silver grains wore 
made on both sides of the track at the same time and subtracted from the t,otal 
coinits per cell on the track. The statistical fluctuation of the background counts 
^^ '^ as small and uniform and the overall statistical error in the final counts per 
cell of the th irty  minimum ionisation tracks was less than 0%. Whenever a 
portion of minimum ionisation track was available in the picture containing tho 
heavy track, drop counts were made on it and found to agree with tho value ob­
tained from tho measurement on the th irty  mu-meson tracks. The cloud chamber - 
im^ssuro, the delay of light flash, and the developing procedure of tho film were 
kept uniformly constant throughout the experiment. Out of about five hundred 
jaii'tiolos stopped inside the cloud chamber the rate of change of ionisation in the 
successive gaps was apparently smaller than th a t of mu-mosons in nine cases. 
•Seven of the particles stopped in the fourth plate and two in the third plate and in
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each of them drop counts were made on both the stereo views in all the gajis 
Back ground counts made on the same negative on the two sides of the track ere
Fig. 2,
then subtracted and the resulting number of drops per unit cell found out. Tlie 
ratio of the average count in any gap to the average count for the thirty niu* 
meson tracks was taken to be the ionisation of the particle in that gap. The
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cliamber gas was argon and the number of ioh-pairs produced per cell was so high 
tJiat the error due to overlap of drop images was more than fifteen per cent when 
the; track showed more than throe times minimum ionisation and no attemjJt 
at estimation of ionisation was made above this value. The values of ionisation 
of the nine particles in the different gaps obtained h i ' this way are given in 
Table I. ' -
All the five tracks of the heavy particles are shown in figure 2(a), (b), (c) (d) and 
(c) and two of the lighter tracks which gave mass values close to the pion mass 
arc shown in figure 3(a), (b) ol which the latter shows a visible decay electron, 
n will be seen from Table I, th a t although seven of the nine particles stopped 
111 the fourth plate, ionisation measurements in the fourth gap wore too high to 
be measured in two cases. Measurements on the first gap of those tracks which 
w(M’o near minimum m those portions wore not carried out extensively^ Mcasure- 
inciit in gap 2 of picture no. 11505 could not be made owing to tho distorted 
jiaturo of tho track in this gap.
Fig. 3.
All these ionisatioh estimates were then converted into pjfi values from 
i t^he Ijlfn—pl/jt curve (figure 1) valid for an argon filled chamber. From Table 
I we find th a t a t least three such pfjn values wore available for each particle which 
provided us with three independent estimates (12, 23, 13) of the mass value from 
equation 2. Obviously pf/i values have asymmetric statistical errors and so
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TABLE I
Ionisation estimates of nine particles
Picture number
Value of Tflm above plate number
1
11605 1.46  ±  0 .15  2 .0 2  ±  0 .18  2 .9 2  ±  0.22
12060 1.61 ± 0 . 1 3  1.01 ±  0 .1 8  2 .5 4  ±  0.20
8610 1.52 ± 0 . 1 4  1.7 0  ±  0 .17  2 .65  ±  0 23
2700 1 .69  ± 0 . 1 6  1 .94  ±  0 .1 8  2 .6 0  ±  0 .20





1 . 3 3 ± 0 . 1 1  1 6 7 ± 0 . 1 2  2 . 7 4 ± 0 . 2 1
1.40  ± 0 . 1 2  1.66  ±  0 .14  2 .7 0  ± 0 . 2 0
1.32 ± 0 . 1 1  1.65  ± 0 . 1 4  3 .18  ± 0 . 3 2
1 .34  ± 0 . 1 8  1.76 ±  0 .2 0  3.11 ± 0  34
also these three individual mass values, which together with their six oxtiemo 
values were combined to obtain an average mass for the particle and its standard 
deviation. These average values are shown in column two of Table II.
I t  is well known that apart from the error in counting* and the error due 
to overlap of the drops in highly ionising tracks, the ionisation process ilsell’ js 
a statistically fluctuating phenomenon, and the correction due to this v\ a,s in­
corporated in the following way. The pjfi values obtained for the various gajiK 
were converted to Rj/i values for Cu (shown in figure 1) and then for each gaji tlir 
total expected residual range of the particle was found out from the mean value of 
the mass obtained for that particle in the above manner and its Rj/i value for that 
gap. In this way the expected residual ranges of a particular particle after each 
of throe gaps were known from the ionisation in these gaps and since the thickness 
of each plate is known accurately, the data gave us the mean expected rangi; of 
the particle in the plate in which it stopped. I t  should be noted that in obtain­
ing the range of the particle in the last plate we have taken into account the ionisa­
tion of the particle in at least three gaps and the ihean of this range is given in 
column 3 of Table II. The experimental residual range at any gap is now fixer], 
being the total matter subsequently passed through by the particle plus its mean 
range in the last plate as obtained above.
If  we now combine the Rjfi values os obtained from figure 1 from the ioni­
sation estimates of the particle in each gap with its experimental residual range 
corresponding to that gap we shall get a value of the mass of the particle. ^  ® 
have given in column 4, Table II, the mass values obtained by the second metliof].
Tiio two mass values thus obtained for each peorticle are then combined and the 
mean with its standard deviation given in the fifth column. I t  will be seen that 
the jiieaii values obtained for the first five particles (first group) are highly incom- 
putible with the mass of a pion or a -ff-meson, whereas the mean values obtained 
for the last four particles (second group) are quite consistent with the pion-mass.
have lastly assumed th a t the particles in the first group have actually the same 
mass and so also those in the second group and a grand mean for the two groups 
i,s given in the last column with its probable error as computed from the whole 
data tor th a t group.
TABLE II
Mass values of the nine particles 
Pioturo A-R—A(p //*) Range in B-Bjfi
number method last plato method Mean mass Grand mean
me (g/cm2 of Cu) wig Wg me
Evidence far a Particle of M ass <-^626 2 6 6
11605 638 ±  171 8 .5 607 ±  141 672 ± 91
12505 668 ±  120 11.0 610 ±  120 689 ± 66
8610 484r ±  210 0 .7 573 ±  210 528 ±  123 528 ±  34
2700 483 ±  187 0 584 ±  156 533 ±  103
3705 416 ±  156 8 .6 426 dz 102 421 ± 76
1605 250 ±  70 4 .1 259 ±  46 254 ± 21
12615 317 ±  69 4 .8 328 ±  66 322 ± 26
1715 256 ±  65 2 .8 273 ±  61 264 ± 26 280 ±  21
3700 271 ±  79 3 .0 291 ±  86 281 ± 32
Aiinis, Bridge and Olbort (1953) have indicated a method of rough estimation 
oT mass of particles stopping inside a multiplate cloud chamber by measuring 
ilu* projected angle of multiple scattering in a certain plato and the residual 
range of the particle a t th a t plate. The values of the product for
ciieh j)late was computed, where ^  is the projected angle of scattering in a cer- 
1am plato, R  the residual range a t the scattering plate and a  =  0.65 for all 
cl('ments. The average value of for a large number of scatterings is found 
niil and then equated to a theoretical expression which is a function of the mass 
of the particle, the thickness of the scattering material and a factor which is ‘ 
coustant for a jiartioular scatterer. Although this method is not very 
ac'ciij'ate even when a t least seven or more scattering angles are available, wo made 
an attempt to find in this way the mass of the particle in group one above by 
oicasuring the three projected angles of scattering and the residual ranges. The 
final mean value of the mass so determined is 637 m^ with an as symmetric statis­
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tical error of nearly 20 per cent, if we assume th a t all the particles in group one 
are of the same mass, and exclude the scattering of the particle 2(h), 12505 in tlic 
third plate which is too high to be due to multiple scattering. The general agroo- 
mont of this value with the grand mean of group one particles in Table I I  is a 
strong support for the contention th a t the particles do exhibit a mass value 
^  525mg.
Lastly, we want to mention th a t if  the particle actually has a decay mode 
given by equation (1) it  will be hard to observe the charged decay product in 
a muliiplato cdoud chamber since the resulting 7r± will have a small range. The 
7T° can however under suitable conditions be recognised by its subsequent decay 
into two photoiis and their resultant electron cascade. I t  is very interesting 
to note th a t the stopping of the particle (12505) in figure 2(b) in the fburth plate 
results in a heavy particle coming up towards the right which is stopped in the 
first plate it cniers into and there is a pair of soft electrons towards theUoft. Tlic 
heavy may be interpreted as the low energy pion and the pap of elec­
trons the effect of tt®. Alikhanyan et al. (1956) have also observed a pair of elec­
trons coming out in two eases from the point of stopping of such a particle. These 
authors further report th a t particles of mass 550m^ always appeared singly in 
their chamber and this agrees well with our observations th a t all the five particles 
have entered the chamber unaccompanied by any secondary.
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